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This study was conducted for Thermo Fisher Scientific aiming to the development of a 
method for the exclusive detection of viable bacteria from food samples, using viability 
PCR. Real-time PCR (qPCR) is readily used in food diagnostics for its speed, simplicity 
and specificity. However, the method lacks the ability to differentiate between viable and 
dead pathogens. To exclude the signals originating from dead cells, dyes that penetrate 
compromised cell membranes and have a high affinity to bind covalently to nucleic acids 
are used to inhibit the amplification of DNA modified by the dye. 
 
In this study the function of two commercially available viability dyes was evaluated with 
both genomic DNA and cells. The dye’s specificity and the contribution of different factors 
on inhibition efficiency were analyzed in order to find the most optimal conditions for effi-
cient dead-cell signal suppression. The effect of dye and sample concentration and com-
position, incubation and photoactivation conditions, amplicon length and detection chemis-
try used were evaluated. 
 
The experiments showed that the inhibition of dead-cell signals was incomplete with one 
amplicon routinely used in pathogen detection. The length of target amplicon was ob-
served to significantly affect the efficiency of viability dye and the detection rate of dead-
cell DNA was also highly dependent on the qPCR detection chemistry used. The results 
suggested that low reagent concentration was the most effective when suppressing signals 
from cells. A longer amplicon and an elongated photoactivation period could further en-
hance the inhibition efficiency. 
  
The results obtained show that by increasing the amplicon length, using a low dye concen-
tration and further optimizing the PCR protocol, efficient inhibition of dead-cell DNA could 
be achieved in food matrices.  
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Tämä opinnäytetyö tehtiin Thermo Fisher Scientificille tavoitteena kehittää viability PCR -
menetelmä ainoastaan elävien bakteerien havaitsemiseksi ruokanäytteistä. Reaaliaikainen 
PCR (qPCR) on elintarvikediagnostiikassa yleisesti käytetty tekniikka sen nopeuden, yk-
sinkertaisuuden ja spesifisyyden vuoksi. Menetelmä ei kuitenkaan kykene erottelemaan 
eläviä patogeenejä kuolleista. Kuolleista soluista saatavien signaalien hiljentämiseksi on 
kehitetty väriaineita, jotka läpäisevät vahingoittuneen bakteerin solukalvon ja sitoutuvat 
kovalenttisesti nukleiinihappoihin estäen niiden monistumisen qPCR:ssä. 
 
Tässä työssä vertailtiin kahden kaupallisen värin toimintaa genomisella DNA:lla ja soluilla. 
Värin spesifisyyttä ja eri tekijöiden vaikutusta tehokkuuteen arvioitiin optimaalisten reaktio-
olosuhteiden löytämiseksi. Työssä tutkittiin konsentraatioiden ja näytteen koostumuksen, 
inkubaatio- ja fotoaktivaatio-olosuhteiden, amplikonin pituuden ja detektiokemian vaikutus-
ta DNA:n inhibointitehokkuuteen. 
 
Kokeet osoittivat menetelmän tehokkuuden olevan riittämätön yhdellä elintarvikediagnos-
tiikassa rutiininomaisesti käytetyllä amplikonilla. Kohdeamplikonin pituuden huomattiin vai-
kuttavan merkittävästi värin inhibointikykyyn. Myös käytetyllä detektiokemialla oli vaikutus-
ta kuolleista soluista peräisin olevan DNA:n detektiomääriin. Tulokset osoittivat, että alhai-
nen reagenssipitoisuus oli tehokkain käyttäessä soluja. Pidempi amplikoni yhdessä piden-
netyn fotoaktivaatiovaiheen kanssa voisi parantaa tehokkuutta edelleen. 
 
Saatujen tulosten perusteella kuolleiden solujen signaalien inhibointi olisi mahdollista ruo-
kanäytteillä. Menetelmän tehokkuutta voisi parantaa kasvattamalla detektoitavan ampliko-
nin pituutta, käyttämällä alhaisempaa reagenssikonsentraatiota ja edelleen optimoimalla 
PCR protokollan parametrejä.  
Avainsanat viability PCR, v-PCR, qPCR, elintarvikediagnostiikka 
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Abbreviations 
Cq Quantification cycle. Value at which the amplification curve crosses the 
threshold limit. 
EMA Ethidium monoazide. DNA intercalating dye used in v-PCR. 
gDNA Genomic DNA 
IAC Internal Amplification Control. A nontarget sequence present in a PCR 
reaction which is coamplified with the target sequence. 
NaN Not A Number. A term indicating missing Cq-value in a qPCR reaction. 
NTC No Template Control. A negative control reaction monitoring the contami-
nation of qPCR reaction. 
PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction 
PMA Propidium monoazide. DNA intercalating dye used in v-PCR. 
qPCR Quantitative PCR, Real-Time PCR. PCR method where amplification is 
detected in real-time using fluorescent dyes. 
v-PCR Viability PCR. PCR application that enables the detection of DNA only 
from viable microbes. 
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1 Introduction 
This study was conducted for Thermo Fisher Scientific’s Microbiology Division. The 
laboratory work was carried out in the R&D laboratory of Molecular Products. The goal 
was to develop a method for the discrimination of viable pathogens from food samples 
by viability PCR. 
Real-time PCR (quantitative PCR, qPCR) is a highly specific and rapid method for bac-
terial pathogen detection. Despite the great sensitivity and ability of differentiation, 
DNA-based molecular techniques lack the ability to a precise assessment of cell viabil-
ity. To overcome the limitation of traditional qPCR, cell viability has been analyzed by 
the existence of RNA molecules in a sample. Reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) 
has been commonly used to differentiate between viable, metabolically active and dead 
cells based on the presence of rapidly degradable messenger RNA-molecules. How-
ever, current methods are sensitive to error due to the instability of RNA, difficulty of 
target molecule extraction from complex matrices and the variability of gene expression 
levels. 
DNA on the other hand is a relatively stable molecule that may remain intact enough 
for qPCR detection up to two weeks after a cell has died. The speed of degradation of 
DNA depends highly on the sample matrix, for example the amount of colloid material 
and functional enzymes, for example deoxyribonucleases, present (Josephson et al., 
1993). Deoxyribonucleases degrade DNA by catalyzing the cleavage of phos-
phodiester bonds between nucleotides. Since amplicon sizes used in qPCR are usually 
small (from 50 to 300 nucleotide bases), obtaining a signal does not require a long in-
tact molecule as a template for amplification. In order to detect only viable cells the 
DNA from dead bacteria must be altered in a way that prevents the amplification of 
such DNA. 
Viability dyes have recently raised great interest among researchers as a way to differ-
entiate dead cells from the living. These DNA intercalating dyes inhibit the amplification 
of dead-cell DNA by covalent binding and resulting modification. In combination with 
qPCR the method offers promising possibilities to detect only viable pathogens fast, 
accurately and with simple workflow. 
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2 Principle of Viability PCR 
Viability PCR (v-PCR) enables the detection of only viable micro-organisms in samples 
that contain both alive and dead cells. Various photoreactive dyes are available on the 
market, that selectively bind to DNA from dead cells inhibiting its detection in PCR. A 
few of the reagents have been readily coupled with real-time PCR including ethidium 
monoazide (EMA) and propidium monoazide (PMA). The principle of viability dye 
treatment is following: 
 sample incubation with dye 
 photoactivation of the dye 
 DNA extraction 
 detection of DNA from viable cells. 
The DNA intercalating agents are able to enter into dead bacteria with compromised 
cell membranes and covalently bind to DNA when exposed to strong visible light. The 
amplification of the modified dead-cell DNA is disturbed in PCR, while the DNA from 
live cells remains untouched and available for amplification. (Figure 1.) 
 
Figure 1. EMA’s mechanism of dead-cell DNA inhibition. (Inoue et al., 2015.) 
Despite the straight forward principle of suppressing amplification signals from dead 
cells, the applicability of the method has some practical limitations to consider. Varying 
factors such as the choice of dye, reagent concentration, incubation duration, light 
source, presence of suspended particles, number of cells, salt concentration, pH, the 
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sequence and length of the target gene influence significantly on the inhibition efficien-
cy (Fittipaldi et al., 2012). In some cases, the drawbacks of viability dyes may be con-
siderably reduced by the adjustment and optimization of the procedures for each sam-
ple type and micro-organism used. 
2.1 Mechanism of DNA Inhibition 
Once the dye is inside a dead or metabolically inactive cell, photoirradiation produces a 
highly reactive nitrene radical that reacts with any organic molecule in proximity, such 
as DNA. The reaction occurs due to the dye molecule’s photoreactive azido group, 
which readily reacts with any hydrocarbon moiety forming an irreversible covalent ni-
trogen-carbon bond. Any free reagent remaining reacts with water molecules upon light 
exposure forming a hydroxylamine that is unable to form subsequent covalent bonds. 
This prevents the modification of DNA extracted from viable cells after the viability dye 
treatment. The amplification of dye-bound DNA is hindered in PCR (Nogva et al., 
2003). (Figure 2.) 
 
Figure 2. The mechanism of EMA transformation by photoactivation. A: Unreacted ethidium 
monoazide. B: Visible light changes azide to nitrene. C: During photoactivation EMA attaches 
covalently to DNA via nitrene group. D: Free EMA reacted with water during photoactivation 
forming hydroxylamino ethidium. (Soejima et al., 2007.) 
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2.2 Dye Incubation 
Temperature has a strong effect on membrane fluidity which should be taken into ac-
count when using different dyes. Temperature during the incubation step should be 
monitored and extreme conditions avoided to ensure cell viability and prevent the ac-
cumulation of the dye to live cells. However, the temperature should be favorable for 
the diffusion of reagent molecules into cells with compromised membranes. 
Mixing of the samples from time to time after dye addition to ensure an even distribu-
tion of the reagent is recommended. The samples should be carefully protected from 
light throughout this step due to the photoreactive nature of the compound.  
2.3 Photoactivation 
The bond between a viability dye and DNA molecule is reversible until the complex is 
irradiated with strong visible light. Only upon exposure to a defined wavelength, photol-
ysis occurs creating an irreversible covalent bond. For EMA the absorption maximum is 
456 nm and for PMA 464 nm, respectively. 
Optimal photoactivation time varies depending on the dye and light source used. Dura-
tions from 2 to 30 min have been reported with different techniques. Light exposure 
should last long enough to photolyse the reagent. However, excess radiation could 
damage the DNA. In mammalian cells intense visible light was shown to induce single-
strand breaks and other DNA modifications (Pflaum et al., 1994). It has been speculat-
ed that even the photoactivation step alone could be an enhancing factor in the DNA 
inhibition detected in PCR, if too powerful light source had been used. Nocker and 
Camper (2006) suggested that bright light itself could result in partial cell lysis enhanc-
ing the susceptibility of live cells to EMA. 
The material of the reaction tube could affect the photoactivation efficiency by altering 
the light dose received by the sample. Significant differences have been reported be-
tween laboratory plastics used. Some of the materials have been shown to differ up to 
50 % in transmittance of the wavelength range required in photolysis (Fittipaldi et al., 
2012). If the reagent remains unreacted in a sample, the DNA isolated from viable cells 
could potentially be inhibited, leading to false negative results.  
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Photoactivation can be achieved by any light source capable of producing optimal 
spectra of visible light. High-power halogen lights have been commonly used. Howev-
er, they generate also excess heat. The temperature of the samples should not exceed 
the organism’s optimal growth conditions since any overheating could compromise the 
viability of the cells creating false negative results. 
Light-emitting diodes (LED) offer adequate performance without lifting up the tempera-
ture of the samples. A few commercial photoactivation systems utilize LED lights to 
provide a constant and uniform light source with dominant wavelengths optimized for 
the viability dyes available. An advantage of these instruments is that they improve the 
repeatability of the experiments. When the photoactivation step is standardized, possi-
ble variation caused by distance from the light source, different wavelengths emitted 
and power of the bulb is minimized. 
2.4 The Differences between EMA and PMA 
Although the behavior of EMA and PMA is nearly identical as DNA intercalating stains, 
their ability to penetrate cell membranes is different. This is speculated to be caused by 
the difference in the negative charges of the two molecules (Nocker et al., 2006). 
EMA is able to enter live cells that transport the dye out of the cell, in theory leaving the 
DNA of functional and metabolically active cells untouched. However especially EMA 
has been reported to deprive the signal from live cells leading to underestimation of 
potentially infectious pathogens in a sample. The penetration of EMA to live cells has 
been previously shown to be species dependent by Nocker et al. (2006). The uptake of 
EMA has been reported for example with Campylobacter jejuni, Escherichia coli, Heli-
cobacter pylori, Listeria monocytogenes, Micrococcus luteus, Mycobacterium avium, 
Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus sobrinus. For Salmonella enterica serovar 
Typhimurium, Serratia marcescens and Pseudomonas syringae the dye has been 
demonstrated to been excluded from entering live cells. EMA accumulation inside a cell 
may depend on the function of influx and efflux systems of the species (Rodriques et 
al., 2011). Cells can maintain resistance to toxic compounds by active efflux systems. 
However, Rudi et al. (2005) reported that the exclusion of EMA is not an active pump-
ing process but occurs via passive diffusion.  
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PMA on the other hand is efficiently excluded from cells with an intact membrane, ob-
taining a significantly higher specificity for live cells. The mode of exclusion from viable 
cells is not yet understood. Lower permeability results, however, also in the more inef-
fective penetration to minimally injured cells compared to EMA.  
When using EMA, a low dye incubation temperature is recommended. This is due to 
the lower solubility of the cell membrane which prevents the accumulation of EMA to 
live cells to some extent. With PMA the incubation should be carried out in the optimal 
growth temperature of the organism detected. Higher temperature increases the fluidity 
of the cell membrane thus aiding in the penetration of the reagent to damaged cells. 
Incubation at 40 °C combined with 30 min exposal has been reported to increase the 
signal reductions with both heat-killed Salmonella and Listeria cells (Nkuipou-Kenfack 
et al., 2013).  
3 Factors Affecting Viability Dye Performance 
Apart from the obvious influence of dye incubation and photoactivation conditions, the 
performance of viability dyes is affected by the composition and damage of the cell 
membrane, reaction conditions and the length and composition of the amplicon detect-
ed.  
3.1 Cell Membrane Integrity 
One drawback of v-PCR is the assessment of cell viability based on membrane integri-
ty. As a cell is killed the quality of damage induced to the membrane is highly depend-
ent on the killing conditions used. Treatments affecting differently on cell membrane 
are 
 heat 
 alcohol 
 freezing 
 ultraviolet light irradiation. 
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Heat denatures the proteins in the cell-wall and membrane and enhances the fluidity of 
the phospholipids, leading to disruption on the integrity of the two barriers. Alcohols 
(such as isopropanol) damage the bacteria by dehydration. This leads to disruption of 
the cell-wall and membrane and causes coagulation of proteins. Freezing forms ice 
crystals inside the cell that may rupture the cell-wall and membrane.  
All of these killing processes should induce sufficient damage to make the cells sus-
ceptible to viability stains. However, when investigating cell membrane integrity after 
heat, alcohol and freezing treatments by live-dead staining and microscopy, Barbau-
Piednoir et al. (2014) observed that bacteria with intact cell-wall/membrane remained 
visible. Heat and isopropanol treated samples still contained bacteria with intact mem-
brane (5 and 13 %) although no culturable bacteria grew on a plate. With freeze-killed 
cells 2 % had an intact membrane when between 0.5 to 1.7 % were culturable. These 
observations could partly explain the remaining signal obtained from non-culturable 
samples presumed to contain exclusively dead bacteria. 
Some killing processes, however, do not directly affect the cell wall and membrane 
integrity. The viability of ultraviolet light (UV) irradiated microbes alone could not be 
assessed using these dyes since UV exposure damages DNA, but might leave the cell 
membrane intact. However, the combination of UV and heat treatments could result in 
a faster loss of membrane integrity (Nocker et al. 2007). 
Cell membrane composition also naturally varies as a cell enters different growth 
phases. Membrane permeability of actively multiplying cells is thought to fluctuate as 
cell wall composition undergoes changes during active growth (Fittipaldi et al., 2012). 
This presents a variable in the penetration capability of viability dye into live cells, de-
pending on the physiological status of the organism. Gedalanga and Olson (2009) ob-
served in experiments with E. coli, that rapidly dividing and senescent cells were most 
affected by EMA. The environmental conditions that cells naturally encounter may also 
lead to susceptibility to compounds such as EMA. Chemicals, competition for nutrients 
and treatment conditions may result in sublethally injured and starved cells. 
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3.2 pH 
The pH of the samples could weaken the efficacy of viability dye treatment. Shi et al. 
(2011) observed a significant decrease in signal suppression of killed cells when EMA 
treatment was conducted in high acid concentrations. The results showed that the abil-
ity of the dye to bind to DNA was weakened in the presence of various acids. When the 
pH of the solution was higher than 5, the ability of EMA to inhibit dead-cell DNA 
seemed to recover, while lower pH values resulted in a drop in signal reduction. 
The effect of pH on the EMA-PCR inhibition efficiency could be caused by the dye’s 
inability to bind to DNA due to structural changes or the neutralization of the DNA’s 
negative charge. Therefore, washing of the cells will be beneficial with acidic samples. 
(Fittipaldi et al., 2012.) 
3.3 Salt Concentration 
Salt concentration of the sample matrix should be considered since at least the binding 
of EMA has been found to be influenced by the presence of salts. When conducting 
EMA-PCR to killed cells suspended in different concentrations of NaCl, Shi et al. found 
that higher salt concentration resulted in a significant decrease in signal suppression of 
EMA treated dead cells. 
A competition between salt ions and the dye molecules, both being positively charged, 
for binding to the negatively charged DNA might exist. Therefore the presence of ele-
vated salt concentrations should be avoided by washing of the samples and using an 
appropriate reaction buffer. (Fittipaldi et al., 2012) 
Environmental osmotic pressure caused by high salt concentrations further enhances 
the destabilization of the cell membrane. Shi et al. observed a modest increase in sig-
nal reduction (approximately 1 cycle) when killed cells from high salt concentrations 
were suspended in water and treated with EMA.  
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3.4 Turbidity and Presence of Dead Cells 
High concentration of dead cells or presence of organic and inorganic compounds both 
influence v-PCR sensitivity by interfering with photoactivation or lowering the available 
dye concentration by chemical absorption. Gedalanga and Olson demonstrated that 
high turbidities significantly disturbed the differentiation between live and dead cells by 
EMA-PCR. Turbid samples may contain suspended solids, cells embedded in particu-
lates or cells clumped together, which could interfere with photoactivation or prevent 
the penetration of EMA and intercalation with DNA. Higher reagent concentration could 
be helpful with very turbid samples (van Frankenhuyzen et al., 2011).  
The ratio between live and dead cells could have an effect on the inhibition efficiency of 
the method. Fittipaldi et al. (2012) found that when live-cell concentration was less than 
103 colony-forming units per milliliter (CFU/ml) in the presence of high number of dead 
cells, quantification of live cells by PMA-PCR proved difficult. A critical dead/live ratio of 
104 was agreed. When the ratio of dead cells to live cells exceeded 104 and the con-
centration of live cells was lower than 103 CFU/ml, the relationship between Cq and the 
number of cells in a reaction was affected. However, the lower cell concentration itself 
could cause variation in the detection of dye-treated cells.  
3.5 Amplicon Length and Nucleotide Composition 
The enhancing effect of increased amplicon length on viability PCR has been demon-
strated by several experiments (Banihashemi et al., 2012; Fittipaldi et al., 2012; Li and 
Chen, 2013). The principle behind this is that a viability dye binds to DNA in a certain 
stoichiometry. In theory the binding of a single dye molecule to a targeted area in DNA 
is enough to interfere with the amplification of the fragment. Therefore when longer 
amplicons are amplified, the probability that at least one such modification has oc-
curred in the sequence is higher. For the same reason the copy number of targeted 
genes might have an effect on the inhibition efficiency. The use of long, single-copy 
targets might be beneficial, since the suppression of signal does not require the binding 
of the reagent to multiple locations.  
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The amount of guanine-cytosine nucleotide pairs in the targeted sequence could fur-
ther influence the dyes affinity to binding. Chang et al. (2010) reported that besides the 
length of the target amplicon, the DNA sequence by itself affected the inhibition effi-
ciency, when two different Legionella genes of different lengths were compared. The 
observation that a defined sequence of DNA could affect more favourable on the rea-
gent binding over another could be taken into account when designing amplicons for 
viability PCR. 
4 Viability PCR in Food Pathogen Diagnostics 
In food pathogen diagnostics the presence of pathogenic bacteria can be detected by 
several techniques. Traditional microbiological methods differentiate bacteria based on 
the ability to produce characteristic colonies on different media and by typical biochem-
ical properties, for example the ability to metabolize a given compound. These culture-
based methods take typically several days to obtain a result. 
To detect bacteria from a sample, an enrichment step is generally conducted in a suit-
able growth medium to recover bacteria and increase the number of species of interest 
to detectable levels. For PCR based methods the results are obtained in a few hours. 
However, positive results must be further confirmed by traditional culture methods. 
Identifying the presence of live pathogens by culture techniques alone can lead to un-
derestimation of cells due to the inability to detect viable but non-culturable cells (van 
Frankenhuyzen et al.). The ability to assess the viability status of microbes could pro-
vide valuable information about the course of contamination and reveal the presence of 
potentially living pathogenic bacteria. The survival of microbes through for example 
different food preservation treatments could also be studied in more detail. Inoue et al. 
presented a method successfully utilizing EMA-PCR in the assessment of Legionella 
contamination in bath water samples. 
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5 Challenges and Possible Solutions 
A few factors must be considered when performing viability treatment protocol. Alt-
hough the viability stains have an affinity to bind to DNA, they are not specific and may 
be consumed by other compounds present in a sample (Fittipaldi et al., 2011). The 
selection of reaction buffer could therefore have an effect on the inhibition efficiency of 
the dye. 
If exposed to light upon incubation period, the dye might undergo photolysis before a 
maximal amount has entered damaged cells. This would result in inadequate inhibition 
of dead-cell DNA as the dye reacts with any organic molecule in proximity. The con-
centrated dye stock solution is not as susceptible to light as the more dilute solutions 
used. The main reason is thought to lie in the lower light penetration due to more effi-
cient light absorption of the surface, leaving the majority of the reagent unreacted. 
When the stock solution is added to a sample, the reagent is greatly diluted and more 
likely to undergo photolysis, if not protected from light. (Fittipaldi et al., 2012.) 
The main concern with viability dyes is both the inadequate penetration of reagent to 
dead cells and the undesired penetration of the dye to live cells. For PMA the greatest 
drawback is the lack of sensitivity whereas for EMA it is the lack of specificity. 
In order to overcome the weak inhibition of dead-cell DNA, a couple of strategies have 
been suggested. Increasing the target amplicon length has proved the most beneficial 
(Fittipaldi et al., 2012). Other methods have been the use of modest membrane-
destabilizing agents, increase of incubation temperature and higher reagent concentra-
tions. After a certain level of dye however, increasing the concentration might not fur-
ther reduce the signal from dead cells, which has been previously reported with PMA 
(Barbau-Piednoir et al.). 
The use of membrane destabilizing agents combined with viability dye treatment could 
provide a solution for the incomplete penetration of PMA to injured cells. Treatments 
with different agents that further destabilize dead-cell membranes increasing the dye 
uptake while not affecting live cells could be applied. Bile salt deoxycholate for example 
has proven successful in enhancing signal suppression of gram negative cells. For 
gram-positive Listeria however, an undesired uptake of the dye by live cells was also 
observed. (Nkuipou-Kenfack et al..) 
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When exposing live cells to viability dyes, cytotoxic effect has been observed. Rueckert 
et al. (2005) found with Anoxybacillus that exposing live cells to different concentrations 
of EMA resulted in reduction in CFU numbers. The cytotoxicity of the dye was concen-
tration dependent and only modest effect was seen with 0,1 µg/ml EMA, whereas 1 
µg/ml EMA caused an approximately 2 log reduction in CFUs counted. However, the 
cytotoxicity seems to occur also in a species dependent manner affecting only certain 
bacteria (Fittipaldi et al., 2012). 
The use of v-PCR should be considered case by case. Some microbes produce persis-
tent toxins that remain inactivated in the sample even when no viable cells are present. 
Sample pre-treatment protocols also distort the viable–dead ratio by enabling the 
growth of viable bacteria. Enrichment steps select for viable cells that multiply during 
incubation whereas the number of dead cells in a sample maintain their level. Compar-
isons of dead and live cell concentrations should therefore be made by a method that 
does not include bacterial enrichment or using samples that do not require enrichment. 
The inability of PMA to penetrate dead cells with minimal membrane damage causing 
false positive results presents a more modest concern than EMA’s possibility of false 
negative interpretations. An underestimation in the number of viable cells in a food 
sample could pose a serious threat of infection, since sometimes the presence of a 
single bacterium is enough to cause a disease. If bacteria are present near the detec-
tion limit of the assay, the suppression of live-cell signal could leave the pathogens 
undetected by v-PCR. 
Although the integrity of bacterial cell membrane is an incomplete definition of cell via-
bility the v-PCR assay has awaken positive evaluations among researchers (Fittipaldi 
et al., 2011). Viability PCR is viewed as a significant improvement to PCR-based meth-
ods in studying changes in cell growth and viability. In particular, it would provide a 
promising technique to further develop the food safety assessment by DNA-based 
methods. 
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6 Aim of the Study 
The aim of this study was to develop a functional method for the detection of exclusive-
ly live pathogens by the means of v-PCR. The preliminary testing of the effectiveness 
of viability dye 1 was first conducted with pure genomic DNA (gDNA) and later with 
Salmonella cells. The function of the dye treatment protocol was evaluated by changing 
the incubation method and photoactivation duration and the effect of amplicon length 
and detection method used was analyzed. Finally, the most favorable reaction condi-
tions were combined to test the function of the viability dye treatment in food matrices. 
(Figure 3.) 
 
Figure 3. The steps of the viability dye study presented in a flow diagram. 
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7 Materials and Methods 
The reagents and concentrations used in this study cannot be specified in detail due to 
the confidential nature of the research done.  
The viability dyes used were purchased from the same manufacturer. The stock solu-
tions were made by resuspending the lyophilized reagent and storing the stock accord-
ing to manufacturer’s recommendations. Viability dye 1 consists of two dye molecules, 
a smaller one that is capable of crossing intact cell membranes but should be excluded 
by metabolically active cells and a larger one that is needed to complete the inhibition 
of DNA from dead cells.  
The DNA and cell samples were diluted in a reaction buffer purchased from the dye 
manufacturer, optimized and suitable for viability PCR with the reagent used. The sam-
ples were carefully protected from light during dye incubation and sample preparation 
by wrapping the reaction tubes in aluminum foil and handling the samples in a laminar 
flow hood with the light turned off. The dye incubation of the samples was conducted in 
a dry block heater or in an incubator in the optimal growth temperature of the organism. 
A commercial photoactivation system was used to photolyse the reagent consistently. 
The samples in a test series were aliquoted from a single dilution to obtain samples 
with equal concentrations. Reaction buffer was added to untreated samples to match 
the dilution occurring during dye addition to treated samples, hence maintaining the 
comparability between untreated and dye-treated samples. All of the PCR reactions 
were performed in at least three replicates. 
7.1 Obtaining Samples with Viable and Membrane Compromised Cells 
The properties of a dead-cell DNA binding dye were tested using gram-negative    
Salmonella as a model organism. Viability dye testing with bacteria required obtaining 
cells of maximal viability in a culture with a minimal number of dead cells. Bacterial 
culture in the log phase of growth was assumed to contain near exclusively live cells 
most capable of maintaining an intact cell membrane hence excluding the DNA-binding 
dye most efficiently.  
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Cells were cultured by inoculating one colony from an overnight pure culture into buff-
ered peptone water (BPW), and grown at +37 °C. In order to assess the growth rate of 
the cell culture, the optical density of 600nm (OD600) of the cell medium was measured 
in one-hour time intervals. Based on the fast logarithmic growth, a four-hour incubation 
step was chosen to obtain a suitable amount of live cells for following experiments. 
Heat was chosen as a killing method that should induce a sufficient amount of damage 
to the cell wall and membrane. Freshly grown suspension containing approximately 108 
CFU/ml was divided into separate tubes that were incubated at + 95 °C from 5 to 30 
minutes. The viability of the cells was then evaluated by plating. A rapid 5-minute heat-
killing treatment was used in the following experiments and the success of the treat-
ment was confirmed each time by plating. 
A fresh four-hour culture was grown prior to each experiment requiring live cells and 
cell count was therefore determined each time by plating. 
7.2 Comparison of Two Viability Dyes with gDNA 
The inhibition efficiency of two viability dyes was evaluated by treating pure gDNA of 
104 to 101 copies per reaction (c/rxn) with four different dye concentrations (conc. 1–4 / 
1.1–4.1) per reagent. Since the average dye concentrations suggested by the manu-
facturer differed between the two reagents, both of the dyes were tested with four con-
centrations in proportion to the recommendations. gDNA dilution series was done in v-
PCR reaction buffer and the dye treatment performed in a reaction volume of 50 µl ac-
cording to manufacturer’s instructions. The effect of the photoactivation step was eval-
uated using photoactivated, untreated gDNA compared with untreated samples not 
subjected to photoactivation. The contamination of the reagents was analyzed with no 
template control (NTC) reactions and the inhibition of the dye was assessed by includ-
ing internal amplification control (IAC) in the reactions. qPCR was run in Applied Bio-
systems’ 7500 Real-Time PCR System using probe chemistry for target detection and 
standard run protocol. 
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7.3 Optimizing Viability Dye 1 Concentration with Cells 
The inhibition efficiency of viability dye 1 was tested using heat-killed cells. Higher dye 
concentrations and longer photoactivation period were included to improve the signal 
suppression as potentially disturbing cell debris would be present in the reaction.  
Cells were collected by centrifuging 1000 µl of the culture for 3 minutes at 14 000 rpm 
and resuspending the pellet with 980 µl of v-PCR reaction buffer. Four cell concentra-
tions of circa 105–102 CFU/ml were diluted in the reaction buffer and treated with four 
dye concentrations (conc. 3–6) in a reaction volume of 120 µl. DNA extraction was ex-
ecuted by SureTect lysis step after the photoactivation. 10 µl of Proteinase K and 10 µl 
of each sample were added to tubes containing lysis reagent 1 (LR1) and incubated for 
10 minutes at + 37 °C followed by a 5-minute incubation at + 95 °C in a dry block heat-
er. After the DNA extraction the samples were pipetted straight into a PCR reaction 
mixture from the LR1 tubes and qPCR was run as in the previous experiment. 
7.4 Incubation and Photoactivation Testing 
The effect of mixing during dye incubation and the duration of photoactivation step was 
evaluated with both heat-killed cells and pure gDNA in a combined experiment. The 
gDNA samples were diluted to match the concentration of the cell samples according 
to a rough estimate of circa 3 x 104 copies per ml (c/ml). Dye treatment was performed 
with concentration 4 in a reaction volume of 100 µl. The samples were incubated for 30 
min inside an incubator, either in a shaker with constant mixing or with manual vortex-
ing once during the step. The photoactivation was carried out with recommended, 
shorter light exposure time compared to a longer one. SureTect lysis protocol was per-
formed for DNA extraction and qPCR was run otherwise as in chapter 5.3, but the cy-
cling was elongated to 50 cycles. 
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7.5 The Effect of Amplicon Length 
Five amplicons of different length, shorter than 350 nucleotides, were compared, 1 be-
ing the shortest, 5 the longest. Amplicons 1, 3 and 4 all targeted the same gene in one 
bacterial serotype whereas amplicon 2, which had been used in previous tests, and 
amplicon 5 targeted a more universal gene sequence among the species. (Table 1.) 
Table 1. The length and target of amplicons tested. 
Amplicon Target Length 
1 Salmonella serotype  
2 Salmonella spp.  
3 Salmonella serotype  
4 Salmonella serotype  
5 Salmonella spp.  
 
7.5.1 SYBR Green Compared to Probe Chemistry 
The effect of different size amplicons was tested using pure gDNA of 103 c/rxn treated 
with two concentrations (conc. 2 and 3) of viability dye 1. The dye treatment was per-
formed in a reaction volume of 280 µl and the longer incubation and photoactivation 
periods were used. qPCR was run in parallel with both probe and SYBR Green chemis-
tries and the duration of denaturation and extension steps of the PCR protocol were 
elongated. The difference in PCR efficiency depending on the detection chemistry used 
was evaluated using untreated samples. 
The two longest amplicons 4 and 5 were compared to a commonly used, shorter am-
plicon 2 in an experiment with two concentrations of heat-killed cells. An additional, 
higher viability dye concentration (4) was included based on the previous test where 
concentration 3 had proved the most efficient in suppressing signals of gDNA. Cells 
were collected by centrifuging 500 µl of the culture for 3 minutes at 14 000 rpm and 
resuspending the pellet with 480 µl of v-PCR reaction buffer. Circa 2 x 105 and 2 x 104 
CFU/ml samples were treated with the dye in a reaction volume of 40 µl. The longer 
incubation and photoactivation periods were used and the DNA was extracted accord-
ing to the SureTect lysis protocol. The samples were pipetted to PCR reaction straight 
from the LR1 tubes and qPCR was run in parallel with both probe and SYBR Green 
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chemistries with the elongated protocol. When detecting heat-killed cells with SYBR 
Green, a melt curve analysis was added to evaluate the formation of nonspecific side 
products. 
7.5.2 Amplicon Optimization 
The efficiency of the longer amplicon 4 with two existing probe options (A and B) was 
compared with the performance of the commonly used amplicon 2 using two viability 
dye 1 concentrations (2 and 3) and pure gDNA of 103 c/rxn. Probe A was positioned in 
close proximity of the forward primer, whereas probe B was located closer to the re-
verse primer, approximately in a distance of 40 nucleotides. All of the oligos were eval-
uated using Multiple Primer Analyzer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to check for any cross 
reactivity and no primer dimers or hairpin structures were reported by the application. 
Dye treatment was executed in a reaction volume of 160 µl. The longer reagent incuba-
tion and photoactivation periods were used and qPCR was run with the elongated pro-
tocol. 
Next the effect of different probes on the inhibition efficiency was evaluated with circa 8 
x 104 and 8 x 103 CFU/ml samples of heat-killed cells treated with the two concentra-
tions (2 and 3) of viability dye 1 in a reaction volume of 40 µl. The function of probe A 
and the combination of both probes A and B were compared with the amplicon 2. The 
longer incubation and photoactivation periods were used. DNA was extracted with 
SureTect lysis protocol and qPCR was run with the longer denaturation step, but with 
shorter extension time. IAC was added to PCR reactions to evaluate the inhibition of 
the dye. 
The effect of annealing time on the PCR efficiency of three different length amplicons 
(2, 4 and 5) was tested with three annealing times, 1 being the shortest, 3 the longest, 
using pure gDNA of 103 c/rxn. Samples treated with two concentrations (2 and 3) of 
viability dye 1 were included in the experiment. Annealing times 2 and 3 had been used 
in previous analyses depending on the length of the amplicons detected. Samples were 
treated in a reaction volume of 160 µl using the longer incubation and photoactivation 
periods. qPCR was run with the longer denaturation step using a different PikoReal 
instrument for each annealing time. 
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7.6 PCR Inhibition of Viability Dye 
Viability dye 1 had been previously shown to act as inhibitor in PCR reaction (personal 
communication). The presence of the dye has led to a significant decrease in the effi-
ciency and inhibition of IAC if left in the mixture. In order to overcome the inhibitory 
effect a centrifugation resuspension step has been commonly used after viability dye 
treatment. In this study the DNA extraction was carried out according to lysis treatment 
of SureTect assays. The protocol includes the addition of sample to a lysis tube con-
taining LR1 and Proteinase K, which greatly dilutes the dye concentration thus de-
creasing the amount of reagent ending up to a PCR reaction. 
The effect of the presence of the dye to IAC amplification was evaluated based on data 
obtained from previous tests. In the first experiment (chapter 7.2) the dye ended up 
undiluted to PCR reaction whereas in a later experiment with cells (chapter 7.5.2) the 
dye was diluted due to SureTect lysis step. 
7.7 Exclusion of Viability Dye from Live Cells 
The effect of viability dye 1 on live cells was evaluated with two cell concentrations of 
circa 105 and 104 CFU/ml of heat-killed or live cells that were untreated or treated with 
two concentrations (2 and 3) of dye. The inhibition efficiency was compared between 
amplicons 2 and 4 with probe A.  
Cells were collected by centrifuging 500 µl of the culture for 3 minutes at 14 000 rpm 
and resuspending the pellet with 480 µl of v-PCR reaction buffer. The samples were 
diluted in the reaction buffer and the dye treatment was conducted in a reaction volume 
of 40 µl. Live cell samples were kept in +4 °C to minimize cell multiplication during 
time-consuming steps of the protocol, in order to maintain the comparability to heat-
killed cell samples. The longer incubation and photoactivation periods were used and 
DNA was extracted with SureTect lysis protocol. qPCR was run with the longer dena-
turation step, but with shorter extension time. 
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7.8 Inhibition Efficiency in Food Matrices 
The functionality of the dye was evaluated in cells collected from three different matri-
ces; minced beef, spinach and buffered peptone water (BPW). Based on the previous 
testing with cells, concentration 2 of viability dye 1 was subjected to inspection with 
amplicons 2 and 4 with probe A. The experiments were carried out on different days. 
Thus, direct comparisons between the matrices cannot be made. 
25 grams of BPW, minced beef and spinach were separately mixed 1:10 with BPW and 
enriched for 20 hours at +37 °C. The matrices were then spiked post-enrichment with 
live or heat-killed cells in two suitable concentrations. A centrifugation step was includ-
ed to collect the cells from 500 µl of sample matrix and the pellet was resuspended in 
480 µl of a suitable reaction buffer to provide optimal conditions for the viability dye. 
The samples were then diluted to circa 105 and 104 CFU/ml in the reaction buffer and 
treated with the dye in a reaction volume of 40 µl. The longer incubation and photoacti-
vation periods were used and the DNA was extracted according to the SureTect lysis 
protocol. qPCR was run with the longer denaturation step, but with shorter extension 
time and IAC was included to detect inhibition. The absence of targeted pathogen from 
each matrix was confirmed by plating 50 µl of enriched matrix to Brilliance Salmonella 
Agar. 
8 Results 
8.1 Cell Growth and Viability 
The cell culture showed heavy exponential growth between 2 to 6 hours of incubation 
and the pace seemed to decelerate at 8 hours (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. The growth curve obtained when measuring OD600 of the cell suspension in one hour 
time intervals. 
When assessing the heat-killing treatment by plating, no CFUs were observed after 5 
min of incubation at + 95 °C. 
8.2 Comparison of Viability Dyes 
When using viability dye 1, the gDNA samples treated with the highest dye concentra-
tion remained entirely undetected. The second highest dye concentration also resulted 
in efficient signal suppression, whereas the two lowest dye concentrations affected only 
slightly on the Cq. With viability dye 2, the Cq differences of lower dye concentrations 
were slightly larger. However, the higher dye concentrations did not suppress the sig-
nals as efficiently as viability dye 1. Photoactivation of untreated gDNA did not seem to 
have an effect on amplification. (Figure 5.) 
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Figure 5. Comparison of two viability dyes with pure gDNA (104 c/rxn) using four dye concentra-
tions (1 / 1.1 being the smallest and 4 / 4.1 the highest). Dye concentrations tested differed be-
tween the two dyes according to manufacturer’s recommendations. 
Based on this experiment viability dye 1 was selected for further optimization. The low-
est dye concentration was excluded as inefficient but concentration 2 was incorporated 
together with higher concentrations to evaluate the possible enhancing effect of the 
conditions tested. 
8.3 Viability Dye 1 Concentration with Cells 
With heat-killed cell samples the DNA from the dead cells was inefficiently bound by 
the dye and readily detected by PCR (Figure 6). Higher reagent concentrations did not 
result in more efficient inhibition, whereas the lower amounts performed slightly better.  
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Figure 6. The inhibition efficiency of four concentrations (3 being the smallest, 6 the highest) of 
viability dye 1 on heat-killed cells. 
8.4 Incubation and Photoactivation Optimization 
No significant effect was observed between the two mixing options. With dead cells a 
modest to no improvement in the suppression of signals between the two light expo-
sure times was observed. However, with pure gDNA, the longer photoactivation time 
seemed to improve the results slightly, although there was variation between the repli-
cate samples. (Table 2.) 
Table 2.  The effect of mixing of the samples during viability dye incubation and the duration of 
the photoactivation step on the Cq differences (ΔCq= Cq (viability dye sample) – Cq (untreated 
sample)) was tested with cells and genomic DNA in three replicates with dye concentration 4. 
  Constant mixing 1 x vortexed 
 Cq ΔCq 
 
Untreated 
shorter 
photoact. 
longer 
photoact. 
shorter 
photoact. 
longer 
photoact. 
 
Cells 
 
28.82 0.91 1.52 0.19 1.08 
29.13 -0.28 1.17 0.23 0.88 
28.70 0.82 0.71 0.28 1.60 
gDNA 
34.76 -0.66 NaN 11.56 NaN 
33.95 5.48 NaN 3.74 13.23 
33.60 NaN 0.20 5.30 6.49 
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To further improve the protocol, the longer photoactivation time was chosen for follow-
ing experiments. Mixing of the samples by vortexing once during reagent incubation 
was accepted as a sufficient method to distribute the dye evenly. 
8.5 Amplicon Length Testing 
As amplicon length increased, an exceptional improvement was observed in the inhibi-
tion efficiency of treated gDNA samples. When detecting amplicon 3, the Cq difference 
between higher concentration of viability dye-treated and untreated samples increased 
remarkably. With amplicon 4 even the smaller concentration of dye was enough to 
suppress the signals of two out of three replicate samples within 50 cycles. (Figure 7.) 
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Figure 7. Comparison of five amplicons of different lengths (amplicon 1 being the shortest, 5 the 
longest) and the effect of two concentrations of viability dye on the inhibition efficiency with pure 
gDNA. 
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It should, however, be noted that the PCR efficiency was affected as well, when detect-
ing the longer amplicons. The shorter sequences are copied more rapidly during the 
elongation step.  
The Cq values increased gradually between the untreated samples of the shortest and 
longest amplicon by a maximum of 4.08 cycles. Dye concentration 3 seemed to per-
form better in inhibiting the detection of pure gDNA overall. (Table 3.) 
Table 3. The averages of Cq differences (ΔCq= Cq (viability dye sample) – Cq (untreated 
sample)) obtained when detecting different size amplicons using gDNA treated with two DNA-
binding dye concentrations. Values marked with (*) indicate that one out of three replicates has 
been detected within 50 cycles. 
  ΔCq 
Amplicon Untreated Conc. 2 Conc. 3 
1 30.00 4.08 13.74 
2 30.21 3.88 13.11 
3 31.01 4.87 18.28* 
4 32.02 16.06* NaN 
5 34.18  NaN NaN 
With heat-killed cells, the Cq differences between treated and untreated samples, 
ΔCq’s, increased with longer amplicons. However, the effect was slightly more moder-
ate than when detecting viability dye-treated pure gDNA. With cells the lowest dye con-
centration seemed most efficient in the inhibition of dead-cell DNA. (Figure 8.) 
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Figure 8. Comparing the effect of three different length amplicons in the inhibition efficiency with 
higher concentration of heat-killed cells using three dye concentrations (concentration 2 being 
the lowest, 4 the highest). 
The signals of lower cell concentration samples with amplicons 4 and 5 were sup-
pressed entirely with dye concentration 2 within 50 cycles, whereas with higher cell 
concentrations one or two out of three replicates were detected. When considering the 
effectiveness of different dye concentrations tested, the lowest one (2) resulted in the 
largest Cq differences between treated and untreated samples of heat-killed cells. The 
amplicon 4 exhibited the greatest inhibition efficiency in combination with the lowest 
dye concentration (2) and was consequently subjected for further optimization. (Table 
4.) 
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Table 4. The averages of Cq differences (ΔCq= Cq (viability dye sample) – Cq (untreated 
sample)) obtained when detecting different size amplicons (2 being the shortest, 5 the longest) 
using heat-killed cells treated with three DNA-binding dye concentrations. Values marked with 
(*) indicate that one out of three replicates has been detected, when (**), two out of three repli-
cates have been detected within 50 cycles. 
   ΔCq 
Amplicon Cell conc. Untreated Conc. 2 Conc. 3 Conc. 4 
2 
high 31.43 3.20 3.64 2.52 
low 35.08 2.30 2.63 2.53 
4 
high 32.87 12.23* 8.18 6.38 
low 36.38 NaN 4.90* 7.14 
5 
high 35.81 10.69** 7.98* 8.94** 
low 39.61 NaN 1.93* 4.63* 
 
8.5.1 Differences between SYBR Green and Probe Chemistry 
The signals of viability dye-treated DNA were inhibited significantly more efficiently 
when using SYBR Green for detection. The signal suppression improved with the long-
er amplicons 4 and 5, with ΔCq’s of over 14 or remaining entirely undetected within 50 
cycles, respectively. Along with the improving inhibition efficiency, the PCR efficiency 
also seemed to reduce, when the longer targets were amplified and detected with 
probe. The routinely used amplicon 2 was detected 1.81 cycles earlier with probe 
chemistry than the more favorable amplicon 4. However, when detecting the same am-
plicons with SYBR Green, the Cq difference of untreated samples was only 0.24 cy-
cles. (Table 5.) 
Table 5. Cq differences (ΔCq= Cq (viability dye sample) – Cq (untreated sample)) obtained 
when treating pure gDNA with two dye concentrations while using 5 amplicons of different sizes 
(amplicon 1 being the shortest, 5 the longest). Values marked with (*) indicate that one out of 
three replicates has been detected within 50 cycles. 
 Probe SYBR Green 
 Cq ΔCq Cq ΔCq 
Amplicon Untreated Conc. 2 Conc. 3 Untreated Conc. 2 Conc. 3 
1 30.10 4.08 13.74 26.95 11.53 21.93 
2 30.21 3.88 13.11 26.73 10.18 19.83 
3 31.01 4.87 18.28* 26.36 12.92 20.61 
4 32.02 16.06* NaN  26.97 14.61 20.85 
5 34.18  NaN NaN 28.26 NaN  NaN 
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With probe, amplicon 2 was the most efficient and the longest amplicon 5 least effi-
cient. With SYBR Green chemistry however, the Cq differences between the five am-
plicons were significantly smaller. (Figure 9.) 
 
 
Figure 9. The efficiency of different length amplicons compared with untreated gDNA samples 
using probe and SYBR Green chemistries (amplicon 1 being the shortest, 5 the longest). 
In melt curve analysis, only one peak per amplicon was observed with untreated sam-
ples, which excluded the possibility of primer dimer or nonspecific amplification affect-
ing the results between the amplicons observed. (Figure 10.) 
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Figure 10. Melt curves obtained with different length amplicons using SYBR Green with 
heat-killed, untreated cell samples. 
8.5.2 Optimization of a Longer Amplicon 
The performance of probe A was improved compared to probe B with untreated sam-
ples. The fluorescence level was higher with the routinely used probe A, although lower 
than with amplicon 2. (Figure 11.) 
 
Figure 11. The efficiency of different probe options for longer amplicon 4 compared to the 
shorter reference amplicon 2 using untreated gDNA samples. 
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Although the combination of both probes proved the most efficient when detecting the 
longer amplicon 4, this improved also the detection of the dye-treated samples. Probe 
option B functioned most inefficiently, increasing the Cq value and obtaining the lowest 
fluorescence levels. The addition of both probes A and B resulted in an improved effi-
ciency but the effect was visible in the earlier detection of dye-treated samples as well. 
(Figure 12.) 
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Figure 12. The efficiency of different probe options for longer amplicon 4 compared to the 
shorter amplicon 2 using gDNA treated with two concentrations of viability dye 1. 
Contrary to the experiments conducted with pure gDNA, the lowest dye concentration 
(2) proved more efficient in suppressing the signals from cells. An analogous effect was 
seen in previous experiments with heat-killed cells (Figure 7). 
 
The lower cell concentrations were inhibited more efficiently with dye concentration 2, 
although concentration 3 samples were detected earlier than the corresponding sam-
ples of the higher cell concentration. However, the partial suppression of one or two out 
of three replicate sample signals was observed. The effect of amplicon length com-
bined with different probes on PCR efficiency seemed to reduce when using cells as 
starting material. (Table 6.) 
Table 6. The averages of Cq differences (ΔCq= Cq (viability dye sample) – Cq (untreated 
sample)) obtained when detecting amplicon 4 with two probe options using heat-killed cells 
treated with two DNA-binding dye concentrations. Values that are marked with (*) indicate that 
one out of three replicates has been detected, when (**), two out of three replicates have been 
detected within 50 cycles. 
   ΔCq 
Amplicon Cell conc. Untreated Conc. 2 Conc. 3 
2 
high 32.64 2.73 1.81 
low 36.54 1.29 2.01 
4 + probe A 
high 33.19 9.21** 7.23 
low 36.70 NaN  5.23** 
4 + probe 
A+B 
high 32.83 9.42* 7.40 
low 36.35  NaN 4.27* 
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The shortest annealing time was not adequate for the longest amplicon 5, while the two 
shorter amplicons were amplified (Table 7). Annealing time 2, which had been broadly 
used in similar assays, improved the PCR efficiency and all three amplicons were de-
tected. With the longest annealing time 3, the targets were amplified most efficiently 
and the detection of dye-treated samples was also improved. The signal suppression of 
viability dye samples seemed to be affected by the annealing time. When extending the 
time polymerase has to synthesize new strands to the targeted area, more uninhibited 
dye-treated product was detected with amplicon 2. 
Table 7. Cq averages obtained when comparing three annealing times (1 being the shortest, 3 
the longest) with three amplicons (2 being the shortest, 5 the longest) using gDNA treated with 
two concentrations (2 being the lower, 3 the higher concentration) of viability dye. 
  Annealing time 1 Annealing time 2 Annealing time 3 
Amplicon Untreated 
Conc. 
2 
Conc. 
3 
Untreated 
Conc. 
2 
Conc. 
3 
Untreated 
Conc. 
2 
Conc. 
3 
2 31.32 34.11 43.73 30.55 32.96 38.52 30.79 32.73 35.36 
4 35.07 NaN NaN 32.94 NaN NaN 32.70 NaN NaN 
5 NaN NaN NaN 37.68 NaN NaN 33.68 NaN NaN 
 
8.6 Inhibitory Property of Viability Dye 
The dye proved to act as an inhibitor for PCR amplification, if left in the reaction, thus 
distorting the interpretation of efficient signal suppression of DNA observed with dye-
treated samples. IAC amplification was significantly disturbed with three out of four 
reagent concentrations used. (Figure 13.) 
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Figure 13. The PCR inhibition of four concentrations (1 being the smallest, 4 the highest) of 
viability dye 1, when present undiluted in the gDNA samples.  
When IAC was included in an experiment conducted with cells that underwent the lysis 
treatment, the dye did not affect the amplification of the control (Figure 14). Dye con-
centrations 2 and 3 which had previously inhibited IAC had no visible effect on the am-
plification when compared with NTC reaction. 
 
Figure 14. Function of IAC in the presence of smaller and higher concentrations of viability 
dye 1, when diluted during the DNA extraction protocol of cell samples. 
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8.7 The Effect of Viability Dye on Live Cells 
With amplicon 4, reagent concentration 2 was enough to suppress the signals of two 
out of three replicates of the heat-killed cells of higher concentration. When comparing 
the heat-killed and live cell samples, only a modest difference in Cq values was ob-
served with amplicon 2, whereas with amplicon 4 the Cq values of heat-killed cells 
were higher. The inhibition efficiency improved with both dye concentrations when the 
cell concentration was lower. A similar trend was visible, however, with also live cells 
treated with the dye. (Table 8.) 
Table 8. The averages of Cq differences (ΔCq= Cq (viability dye sample) – Cq (untreated 
sample)) obtained when detecting amplicons 2 and 4 using heat-killed and live cells treated with 
two DNA-binding dye concentrations. Values that are marked with (*) indicate that one out of 
three replicates has been detected, when (**), two out of three replicates have been detected 
within 50 cycles. 
    Heat-killed Alive 
    Cq ΔCq Cq ΔCq 
Amplicon Cell conc. Untreated Conc. 2 Conc. 3 Untreated Conc. 2 Conc. 3 
2 
high 31.97 3.32 2.93 31.45 0.39 0.91 
low 35.66 4.35 3.08 34.86 1.37 1.02 
4 
high 34.48 8.22** 6.64 33.06 1.60 1.83 
low 38.08 NaN  11.57* 35.82 2.78 2.12 
 
8.8 The Effect of Food Matrices 
Buffered Peptone Water (BPW) 
The PCR inhibition by the dye seemed significantly more efficient when detecting the 
longer amplicon 4, although the performance of the longer target overall was weaker as 
the previous experiments showed. Live cells treated with the dye were detected later 
than untreated samples with both amplicons. Since no significant effect on IAC amplifi-
cation was observed, the reaction conditions did not contain any PCR inhibiting sub-
stances at effective concentrations. (Figure 15.) 
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Figure 15. The inhibition efficiency of one concentration of viability dye compared between 
the shorter amplicon 2 and the longer amplicon 4 using heat-killed and live cells (two concentra-
tions) spiked in BPW. The inhibition of reaction components was evaluated with the amplifica-
tion of IAC. 
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Minced Beef 
With minced beef matrix all the heat-killed samples treated with the dye were entirely 
inhibited with amplicon 4, as was the lower cell concentration with amplicon 2. There 
was variation between the three replicate samples of treated, heat-killed cells detected 
with amplicon 2. No significant difference between treated and untreated live cell sam-
ples was observed with neither of the amplicons. (Figure 16.) 
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Figure 16. The inhibition efficiency of one concentration of viability dye compared between 
the shorter amplicon 2 and the longer amplicon 4 using heat-killed and live cells (two concentra-
tions) spiked in minced beef matrix. The inhibition of reaction components was evaluated with 
the amplification of IAC. 
Spinach 
With spinach all the dye-treated samples were entirely inhibited with both amplicons 2 
and 4. Since IAC amplification was not disturbed in any of the samples, the effect seen 
could not be due to PCR inhibition of the dye. The dye treatment did not seem to have 
a significant effect on live cells, as no Cq difference was observed between the treated 
and untreated samples. (Figure 17.) 
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Figure 17. The inhibition efficiency of one concentration of viability dye compared between 
the shorter amplicon 2 and the longer amplicon 4 using heat-killed and live cells (two concentra-
tions) spiked in spinach matrix. The inhibition of reaction components was evaluated with the 
amplification of IAC. 
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9 Discussion 
The contribution of different factors on inhibition efficiency of a viability dye was ana-
lyzed in order to find the most optimal conditions for efficient dead-cell signal suppres-
sion. The length of the amplicon was observed to effect most significantly on the inhibi-
tion efficiency of dead-cell DNA. By adjusting other factors, such as reagent concentra-
tion, incubation and photoactivation conditions, detection chemistry, probe and PCR 
protocol used, the efficiency of the method was further improved. Finally, the capability 
of the developed v-PCR protocol to suppress the signals from dead cells in food matri-
ces was shown. (Figure 18.) 
 
Figure 18. A flow diagram representing the most favourable conditions discovered in each 
experiment. 
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The assumption was that pure gDNA would be effectively inhibited in the absence of 
any disturbing cell debris. Viability dye 1 suppressed the signals more efficiently in 
higher concentrations than viability dye 2 and was therefore selected for further optimi-
zation. However, with both dyes tested the signal suppression was weaker than ex-
pected, since the detection of treated samples did not decrease significantly with ma-
jority of the dye concentrations (Figure 5). Dye treatment was performed in varying 
reaction volumes and its influence on the results remains to be examined. 
When testing with cells, the inhibition efficiency was decreased compared to testing 
with pure gDNA (Figure 6). The uneven distribution of the dye together with incomplete 
photolysis was speculated to be the cause of inadequate signal suppression observed, 
since cell debris was present in the samples. Constant mixing during dye incubation did 
not affect the signal suppression; hence the short vortexing after dye addition and once 
during incubation was adequate to thoroughly mix the dye. Elongating the photoactiva-
tion period, however, slightly enhanced the inhibition efficiency, especially with gDNA 
samples, indicating that by altering the parameters of photoactivation the protocol could 
be further developed (Table 2). 
The efficiency of viability dye treatment was greatly improved by the choice of a longer 
amplicon in combination with a dye concentration recommended by the manufacturer 
(Table 4). Additionally, the detection chemistry used had an effect on the signal sup-
pression. When amplifying the targets with SYBR Green, the inhibition of DNA was 
significantly more efficient than with the same samples and amplicons detected by 
probe (Table 5). Since SYBR Green is only able to bind to double-stranded DNA, the 
modification resulted from the viability dye treatment might hinder the attachment of 
SYBR Green to amplified DNA to a greater extent than it influences the attachment of 
the probe. 
Although PCR efficiency was slightly affected by the use of longer targets (shorter than 
350 bp), the probe used to detect the amplicon had a major effect on the amplification 
efficiency. With SYBR Green chemistry the second longest amplicon (4) tested did not 
perform weaker than the routinely used amplicon 2, although with probe chemistry a 
significant decrease in efficiency was observed as an increase of Cq values (Figure 9). 
The samples and amplicons were the same with both detection chemistries, suggesting 
that the PCR efficiency itself was not significantly affected by the use of a longer am-
plicon, but the probe in conjunction with amplicon 4 was not the most optimal for     
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detecting the targeted sequence. Therefore, the reason why dye-treated samples were 
detected with amplicon 4 using SYBR Green but not with probe, might be due to overall 
lower PCR efficiency when using probe chemistry (Table 5). In this case the perfor-
mance of the longer amplicon in detecting viable cells could be enhanced by further 
optimizing or re-designing the probe, enabling its use in v-PCR assays. 
By adjusting the annealing time to fit the amplicon used, the inhibition efficiency could 
be further improved. Selecting a short enough extension time seemed to enhance the 
signal suppression of treated samples when testing with the shorter amplicon 2 (Table 
7). The detection of viability dye modified DNA decreased as shorter annealing times 
were used. Therefore, it might be useful to design a new assay for v-PCR and optimize 
the amplicon, probe and extension time case-by-case, rather than to modify an existing 
assay for the use in v-PCR. 
The sequence of the amplicon could also have an effect on the inhibition efficiency. 
Thus, variation in the dye’s performance between amplicons of same length could ex-
ist. In this study a comparison between same length amplicons could not be executed. 
Therefore, the effect of nucleotide composition of the target sequence remains to be 
inspected. 
Increasing the viability dye concentration had no improving effect on the signal sup-
pression from dead cells (Figure 8). With pure gDNA a higher reagent concentration 
was more efficient in inhibiting the detection of treated samples (Figure 5), contrary to 
the results obtained with heat-killed cells. The standard dye concentration suggested 
by the manufacturer performed best when detecting heat-killed cells with the longer 
amplicon 4. 
The DNA extraction treatment itself might decrease the detection of dye-treated DNA 
by reducing the amount of modified nucleic acids present in the PCR reaction. Nocker 
and Camper stated that the loss of dye-bound dead-cell DNA seemed to occur during 
the DNA extraction procedure together with cell debris pelleted during centrifugation 
steps. 
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Since the viability of live cell samples was assumed by using cells in the exponential 
phase of growth and evaluated only by plating, the actual metabolic state of single cells 
in the samples remains unclear. Bacterial cultures in logarithmic growth could contain a 
minor amount of dead cells, a possibility that was not excluded by live/dead staining 
and microscopic examination. The existence of dead bacteria in a sample assumed to 
contain exclusively live cells would result in a signal suppression that could be falsely 
interpreted as dye’s penetration to live cells. Additionally, cell vulnerability to viability 
dyes varies depending on the cell cycle. Therefore, the assessment of viability dye’s 
effect on live cells would require further research and possibly inclusion of the evalua-
tion of cell viability by microscopic methods.  
A minor increase in Cq values of treated samples was observed when evaluating the 
dye’s accumulation to live cells. With longer amplicon 4, the live cell samples were de-
tected slightly later (Table 8). This could be due to the dyes effect on amplification effi-
ciency of the longer target or accumulation of a small amount of dye molecules inside 
live cells. The later Cq values gained with the longer amplicon could be due to a great-
er susceptibility of the longer target to the dye. 
When assessing the comparability of untreated alive and heat-killed samples, a differ-
ence was observed with the longer amplicon 4 as increased Cq values from killed cells 
(Table 8). Heat-killed samples were subjected to +95 °C for a total of 10 minutes 
whereas live cells only underwent the 5-minute incubation at +95 °C during lysis proto-
col. The heat treatment itself may have induced some damage to the DNA. This might 
be more visible when detecting a longer sequence which increases the possibility that 
damage has occurred inside the amplicon.  
The viability of heat-killed cells was evaluated by plating, which leaves a possibility for 
the presence of viable but non-culturable cells in the bacterial population. If live cells 
existed in the samples assumed to contain exclusively dead, membrane-compromised 
cells, the low signal suppression of dye-treated samples might not have been entirely 
due to the dye’s inefficient signal suppression (Figure 6). A more comprehensive viabil-
ity assessment of heat-killed cell samples to assure no viable but non-culturable cells 
were present in the samples, would have provided certainty that the incomplete signal 
suppression was not due to the presence of small amounts of intact-membrane bacte-
ria. 
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The dye functioned with cells from food matrices overall better than expected. The 
presence of small amounts of, for example salts and fat in the food did not seem to 
affect significantly on the dyes inhibition efficiency. The signals of heat-killed cells from 
all the sample matrices tested were entirely inhibited within 50 cycles when detecting 
the longer amplicon 4. The IAC was not inhibited by the dye, suggesting that the dilu-
tion of the dye occurring during the SureTect lysis protocol decreased the amount of 
reagent ending up to a PCR reaction to a level that does not interfere with the amplifi-
cation efficiency. The data suggests that the total exclusion of dead-cell signals is pos-
sible to achieve with viability dye 1 when longer amplicons are employed.  
The development of a functional viability assay would require thorough research and 
further evaluation of several factors, including determination of detection limits and 
functionality testing with mixed bacterial populations of different species. However, the 
results obtained in this study offer a promising basis for the discrimination between live 
and dead bacteria from food matrices. 
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